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The Pandemic?
Dear Reader, does it seem as though there is a culmination afoot in your timeframe? Two large
collectives of humans with opposing agendas and dreams for humanity are confronting each other.
Will the pandemic worsen? Will humanity survive? How did it come to this meeting of the
opposites?
To the casual observer it may seem that “the End is Near.” Let me define the casual observer as the
person that gets their information from the mass media. And I would contrast this perspective with the
one held by the human that gets their information via intensive research into topics important to them.
Two broad groups of humans, then. Two groups we might call the Authorities and the Rebels. Let me
describe these two collectives from my perspective.

The Authority
The Authority “knows what they know.” The authority has a rigid set of beliefs through which they
create their Personal Reality Field. For the most part, they are not open to research. They receive their
information, as I said, through the mass media. They will defend the realities they create from this
information with gusto. They are somewhat reactionary.

The Rebel
Now the Rebel is interested in discovering The Truth, broadly speaking. They are not interested in the
mass-produced pre-packaged truths found on television and elsewhere. They are quite open to research
and sharing their experiences and their discoveries with like-minded people. They are intuitive and
contemplative, for the most part.
Of course, there are those of you who are only now coming up to the surface of your own awareness
and having your awakenings. This intermediary group is growing at this time. The Awakening of
Humanity is forcing you to reconsider everything in your world. You are Souls in process.
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Again, these are broadly described categories of humans. Obviously, it does not do to make
assumptions about any individual or any group. However, the task at hand at the end of the year is to
assess and predict, generally speaking. We apologize for any ruffling of feathers.

The Main Event – What Happens after You Wake Up?
Our assumption here is that you are of the Rebel variety, or perhaps rapidly moving in that direction.
Otherwise you would most likely NOT be interested in this material. Otherwise you would “play it
safe” and abide by the rules of the dominant culture.
Now the Rebel is a metaphysician, an intuitive, a contemplative type, a type that “goes it alone.”
The Rebel in these discussions we have also called the Scientist of Consciousness, the magician, the
shaman, the witch, the healer. We are always redefining our basic terms here in our assessment of the
New Earth as it shows itself, as her inhabitants reveal themselves.
Thus, the assumption is also that you are now likely fully awakened. The Truth of realities has revealed
itself to you through your research. How is this playing out in your world?

The Pandemic Culture
You are in a pandemic culture created through the concerted efforts of Negative Leaders and the
complacency of the people. Now this sick culture may have a strong hold on your consciousness. Fear
is the glue that holds the people in their place, in quarantine, you see. Fear can make you sick, make
you believe that there is something wrong with you. I am not telling you something you do not already
know. I am reminding you of your ability to see The Truth of the Matter, as we say in our books. See
what is truly going on in your world NOW. This is the first order of business as you awaken from sleep
each day.
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Utopian Constructs vs Restriction and Lack
Do you feel good about yourself or do you feel undeserving? Your sense of yourself in this regard
largely determines how you are coping with this pandemic intervention by the Negative Leaders.
Therefore I would ask you: Have you been taking my suggestions I have given you in the last Forecast,
and in my communications to you through Waking Moments, through The Seth Frequency radio
show and our newsletter The Spontaneous Times? These communications are calculated to assist you
in awakening to your own power as a Reality Creator. That is our mission. As an awakened Reality
Creator you have the potential, even the responsibility, to create Utopian Realities. Let me leave that
there, for the time being. This statement has a Holographic Insert attached. Open it at your
convenience.
Now let us see where we have been and where we may be headed with the Awakening of Humanity.
Please refer to our other transmissions for further information.

The Social Domain
“Are you identifying Soul Family members?”

GA Remembered
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “The Goddess IS rediscovered in this moment. The ancient
matriarchy of GA IS seeding this current lifetime of yours with pleasant, productive thoughts and
inclinations of Love.”
Now from my perspective, THAT is the problem for the Negative Leaders. The Goddess IS calling
you. The thoughts, the circular affirmative thoughts of Love with a capital “L” and more importantly
the pleasant Feeling Tones of Love and Pleasure are continuously emerging in your mental landscape
and inspiring you to do good, to laugh, to love and embrace life. Thus, the intervention was necessary
to hold you back from your awakening. Were the Negative Leaders successful? Or have you
maintained your connection to the Ancient Wisdom Communication Stream, the source of all
realities?
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In the New Year you will have increased opportunities to do good, to laugh, to love and embrace life.
The Visionary Leaders I have mentioned before are now in charge. At this moment they are busy
worldwide implementing policies and programs to assist in the creation of abundance for all peoples.
In the US it will be perfected, this New Earth prototype. However, it will rapidly spread around the
globe, until every country on Earth benefits. The Goddess IS rediscovered by individuals and
collectives of all types.

Secrets Revealed
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “As an average human you have “baggage” comprised of
negative events from the past that exist in memory within a psychological construct we call the
Negative Persona. These unfortunate events of pain, trauma, abuse and other Negative Realities still
direct your attention and behavior, even though they may have occurred many years ago.”
Now is the time to heal the past, the negative past, the contents of the Negative Persona. Your secrets
comprise the barrier between you and your Utopian World. I am not exaggerating. Can you challenge
the conditions that the Negative Leaders are forcing upon you? These barriers are ephemeral in nature.
Often it takes only a brief change of consciousness or attitude to break through them completely. What
is holding you back from your liberation? Identify that and then remove it with Love: Self Love and
Love of the Other, you see. This is practical metaphysics.

The Other
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “your Negative Leaders benefit, obviously, as you are constantly
pitted against your fellow humans in the marketplace, in the workplace, in politics, and so on. This
continual conflict with The Other provides continuing cover for the Negative Leaders, allowing them to
enact their self-serving agendas of control without interference.”
Moving forward, as they say, one affirms a difference, an improvement, an asset. In the New Year you
may be quite able to Love your fellow humans, for you realize that you were never enemies. Reject the
suggestions from the Negative Media and the Negative Leaders in your life, to distrust, to malign
and find fault with others. You are not in competition with anyone, unless it is to challenge others in
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attaining the Virtues of Humanity. How virtuous can you become? How boldly can you demonstrate
Loving Understanding to your peers?

Beings of Light
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “You are Star Born entities in “the beginning”. . . In times of
meditation you are meeting Beings of Light and your Guides in their various forms.”
You are at the center of an entourage of non-physical beings of great influence and power. As you
explore your reality and ask them to reveal themselves, they will tell you their names and what they can
do for you. Particularly in the first few days of the New Year you will be prompted to become
reacquainted with non-physical and physical beings associated with different Star Systems. You
know what I'm talking about here. The extraterrestrial reveal is now underway. The veils that separate
the dimensions are being cast aside. Whatever your metaphor, know that these Star Self reunions are
occurring now for willing and open-minded participants.

The Political Domain
“What are your personal politics?”

The Changing of the Guard
In last year's Forecast I made this statement: “This Probable Future has manifested in your Collective
Reality Field in a spectacular fashion. The Changing of the Guard will continue worldwide for several
years more as the New Earth assembles.”

For those who identify with this Rebel character I have described, you are enjoying an exciting change
in the political leadership of your countries. The Negative Leaders are becoming identified and outed
by the alternative media, particularly in the US. The Secrets Revealed phenomenon is driving this
transformation as the Visionary Leaders step up to replace the Old Guard. However, as usual, your
media will not give you the truth regarding these changes. Be advised that justice is manifesting.
Corruption is being routed out. The ruthless leaders who worship the Negative Gods of war and power,
are being arrested and incarcerated at this time. This has been ongoing for many months. As I said, this
is most apparent in the US, but the Changing of the Guard is occurring everywhere on your planet.
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The Control Matrix
In last year's Forecast I made this statement:“You are extracting yourself from the Control Matrix,
Dear Reader. You will find yourself supported on the Love Light Matrix when you disconnect.”
The Love Light Matrix is your birthright. It is the core of your identity. It exists within you as a
memory of your experience at the moment of conception and birth in the Third Dimension. Yes, over
your lifetime you have sustained the burden of negative events and the negative emotions they create.
These histories tend to dim your view of this Love Light that created you. In a way, the past hardens
like a shell around you. Now you can burst through this matrix of control and allow yourself to feel
your innocence and your eternal power.

The Visionary Leader
In last year's Forecast I made this statement: “And you lead by example. You show others how to do it
by doing it yourselves, you see. You lead yourself and others according to the Virtues of Humanity for
the highest good for all, for everyone, for the planet.”
If you have been practicing the Virtues of Humanity and modeling them for others, you should be quite
competent at it at this time. We call this the Visionary Leader role. I encourage you to practice in the
coming year, this virtuous path. As I said earlier, the Negative Leaders are being extracted. The
opportunities to run for public office have never been greater. Thousands of positions in government
are opening up as arrests are made. Visionary Leaders at all levels will be called upon to run, to win
and to serve.

Rebuilding the World
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “The New Earth will be based on Utopian principles with
practical sustainable outcomes. Again, this is embracing the impossible to create something completely
new and beneficial for you and your family.”
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To the degree that you believe you are in a pandemic that threatens civilization, you become estranged
from experiencing the New Earth I have described to you in my books and other communications. It is
that simple. You are either a free citizen of the New Earth or you are a slave in the pandemic
culture enforced by the Negative Leaders. The New Earth, indeed, is the polar opposite of the
pandemic culture. The New Earth is kept in place through the positive loving thoughts, emotions and
behaviors of human beings. It is created through the worshipful gestures of people as they give thanks
to the Gods and Goddesses of Love.
Also I believe it is helpful in these circumstances to attempt to “flip” your emotional state of servitude
to a Negative Leader to an emotional state of freedom and Love. Your thoughts give rise to realities
that you then experience as a type of feedback: your Personal Reality Field. Loving liberating thoughts
and images become the basis of Loving liberated realities. Flip your state, therefore, if you are
experiencing helplessness and despair at this time. As more and more of you do this thoughtful
practice, the New Earth will become recognizable to more and more of you. The collective grows from
the individual, as you know.

Question Authority
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “When you become your own authority and begin to take your
own advice, you will find it becomes necessary for you to question authority, to challenge unfair rules,
laws, ways of doing things, the status quo in your collectives. This questioning comes with the Identity
Shift from slave to Visionary Leader. It becomes a personal responsibility over time.”
Now I realize this practice that I espouse is a formidable challenge to many. The Identity Shift from
slave to Visionary Leader comes at the end of perhaps many trials and tribulations. Yet as I have often
said to you, this is the reason you are in this predicament. This predicament, your enslavement, is
meant to become the context in which you, a human individual, awaken to your own power. In fact, I
would say that the difficulty of the path - of becoming a virtuous person, let us say an “angelic” person
- may inspire you-the-student. It becomes a personal responsibility, a responsibility to Self, you see,
implying, perhaps, that you are inspired by your Higher Centers of Awareness to continue on your path.
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The Economic Domain
“Are you experiencing abundance?”

Parasite Economy
In last year's Forecast I stated that”The Federal Reserve in the United States will be restructured and
the gold standard will be resurrected. As the parasitic families that support the Feudal State are
rendered powerless through the activities of Visionary Leaders everywhere, a new monetary
system will evolve that supports the needs of the Average Citizen rather than the corporations
and banks.”
Dear Reader, this transformation has already occurred. The new monetary system based on precious
metals is now in place and ready to be activated. The Negative Leaders in government and in business
are being identified and their monies confiscated. These monies are being put into a general fund. From
this supply humanitarian projects of all types will be funded throughout the US and the world. Debt
will be discharged. The parasite economy is becoming renovated and will now support the Average
Citizen.
How does one enjoy this abundance? The same prescription described earlier will help you to
experience it. Enjoy your abundant reality now by helping to create it with your thoughts. Soon you
will be surprised by the announcements. You need not wait until then to experience your prosperous
world. Your prosperous thoughts, imagery and positive emotions literally seek out their counterparts in
physical reality. Your intense desire to be rid of lack and to experience abundance assists the
thoughtgrams of plenty you are entertaining into manifesting. Practice prosperity thinking and
behaving. As if by magic you get your wish.
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The Spiritual Domain
“What is your connection to Spirit?”

The Return of Love
In my Forecast for last year I stated: “Today the Average Citizen is motivated to create their own
spiritual practice, a practice of positive value and service, perhaps inspired by the teachers of Love
such as Jesus.”
Now we are hearing from our readers that many are successfully creating satisfying spiritual practices
by utilizing what works for them. They try out techniques from the myriad of spiritual practice forms to
see what helps them connect with the Divine. The foundation is Love. The desire is to connect with the
non-physical beings, Beings of Light, Ascended Masters, angels and so on. Perseverance in these
matters leads to success, to establishing relationships with the gods and goddesses, for example.

The Negative Gods
By the time you read this you may be well aware that your Negative Leaders are under a type of spell.
Many of them worship, as I said in my Forecast of last year: “the Negative Gods, the gods of thunder,
war and death.” As these people are arrested and prosecuted world-wide, you will begin to hear the
stories of their downfall. Here I simply note that this era of the Negative Leaders and their Negative
Gods is over. The Good has vanquished the Bad. Have a happy, healthy and prosperous New Year!
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